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TASAKI presents four new series from the

"RITZ PARIS par TASAKI" collection

TASAKI (TASAKI & Co., Ltd.; Kobe Headquarter Office: 6-3-2 Minatojima Nakamachi, Chuo-ku,

Kobe; Tokyo Headquarter Office: 5-7-5 Ginza, Chuo-ku, Tokyo; Board Director & CEO: Toshikazu

TAJIMA) will begin displaying four new series from the "RITZ PARIS par TASAKI" collection from

end of November, 2016.

The Ritz Paris, overlooking the Place Vendôme, is one of the world's leading hotels and a Maison

where one can experience French elegance, sophistication and luxury. TASAKI, one of Japan's

leading premium jewellers, is the brand boasting meticulously selected materials of the highest

quality and sophisticated, modern designs, and continuing to evolve with the two major elements

of pearls and diamonds. The “RITZ PARIS par TASAKI” collection is a high jewellery collection

that was born out of a partnership between these two legendary Maisons, known world-wide for

their exceptional savoir-faire.

Newly added to the collection are four elegant designs that draw inspiration from a fantasy that

TASAKI has dedicated to the legendary RITZ PARIS of the "secret attic room". Meaning "petal" in

French, "Pétale" takes as its motif the elegant and graceful flowers that decorate the gardens.

"Jardin Secret" draws its inspiration from the plant motifs of the interior decorations that adorn

the "secret attic room". "Rêve Ritz", with the sunlight that shines into the "secret attic room" as

its motif, artistically depicts a moment of dozing off in the fantastic light into a sweet dream filled

with happiness. Lastly, is "The Serendipity", which takes its name from the signature cocktail of

BAR HEMINGWAY®, the famous legendary bar, and uses brilliant colored stones to depict the

charm of the multicolored cocktail.

Please fully enjoy the modern and luxurious beautiful world of the "RITZ PARIS par TASAKI"

collection which, with the arrival of these four new series, has become even more profound.

"Pétale" necklace [18K yellow gold, diamond] ¥28,000,000 (tax excluded)
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